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This tudaBirds tweetpaper is provided for informational
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dates, terms and conditions, and privacy policy.
The tudaBirds theme is competitions, battles, games,
building, and fun: a secure, fair place to compete,
observe, collect, win, earn and invest.
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tudaBirds.io will have all the rules, terms, instructions that
you will ever need.

COMPANY OVERVIEW
Founded by a team of highly experienced blockchain
business people and techies – and talented artists,
tudaBirds are at the tip of our nest and ready to ﬂy.
We believe in DeFi and the delivery of crypto-centric
services directly. We believe that the environmentally
friendly Solana and low gas BSC blockchains will enable
us to deliver as ﬂexibly and as directly as our users and
investors choose:
•$BURD will trade and maintain liquidity pools on
PancakeSwap and Raydium decentralized as well as the
CoinsBit.io centralized exchange
•tudaBirds NFTs will be minted and traded at compatible
BSC and Solana NFT marketplaces
•Direct wallet-to-wallet transaction as well as
cross-chain bridging for users and investors using
tudaBridge
Our Uniﬁed View:
One consistency across the team is the clear agreement
that tudaBirds is a game-changer. With our unique twists,
the values added, and utility use of our tokens and our
unique, evolving non-fungible Bird NFB NFTs – and the
broad sets of games, user earning opportunities, passive
revenues and real-world/digital bridge gaming – we all
are here to take tudaBirds tudaMoon.
The Team:
We are a self-funded, team-owned business: together for
years, we have, collectively, a strong track record of
architecting and developing ﬁnance and ﬁntech solutions
and applications as well as DeFi coin staking, swaps,
wallets, and other ﬁnancial dApps.
We are most successful in combining visions and solutions
with views across genders and generations, across
experience, and across cultures: we always seem to come
up with the correct answer together.
The team’s co-founders, senior Management and
well-respected Advisors are fully doxxed and can be seen
on our website.
Also, our transparent $BURD token contracts on our
GitHub repository (Solana, created with SPL and BSC,
professionally audited with a 10/10 score), combined with
our CoinsBit.io centralized exchange listing, a wealth of
solid business partnerships, our commitment to publish
the math behind all games , a win-win-win business
model, provide objective credibility indicators.

introducing
tudabirds

"tudaBirds… tudaMoon… avatar NFTs and PFPs… a bright
future promised for all" : Some days, that one line would
seem to be enough to ﬂog $20 million in NFTs to collectors
and speculators in 20 minutes.
Yes, tudaBirds are all the above - but far from another
copycat set of avatar NFTs. tudaBirds is an all-new,
innovative hybrid DeFi ecosystem of competitive social
gaming.
The tudaBirds metaNest is an economically and
environmentally sustainable strategic delivery vehicle
designed to attract players, collectors, investors,
speculators, and users of all interests, with our delivery
targets including:
1. A unique, value-add NFT-integrated token economy
2. Active and passive revenue shares directly beneﬁting
users, players, collectors, investors, and holders of both
$BURD and our NFTS
3. Evolving avatar NFTs: tradeable and user-reminting of
multiple-asset NFTs
4. Shallow fee structures and gas using the BSC and
Solana blockchains
The component architecture that is the metaNest
backbone delivers standard systems and interconnects so
that we will be able to rapidly deploy and provide a set of
unique DeFi and NFT games, innovations, and experiences
both directly and with 3rd party game devs. The planned
"nestBet" system enables gaming – by anyone on
anything – across the metaNest: games, sales, likes,
leaders, losers: anything, using our inter-connected
leaderboards, virtual game rooms, and advanced
proﬁle/avatar management.

Hatched and ready to ﬂy
from day one launch, the doors of the tudaBirds
metaNest open with our ﬁrst game, Battle200X. Played
with $BURD, $BNB and $SOL, Battle200X is a snapshot
preview of the types of experiences our team is putting
together.

TUDABIRDS EYE VIEW: EVOLUTIONS

We're birds! What else could we be?
And, by the way, we don't do public breeding like common
kitties and electric horses (and who knows what the punks
& apes are up to?!)
tudaBirds NFB (non-fungible Birds) NFTs will combine with
"evolution" NFTs to extend access, increase levels and
reﬂect metaNest experiences gained.
Fine-looking tudaBirds taking our DeFi user base
tudaMoon.

OUR ROADMAP,
SO FAR

An overview look at our roadmap through to the start of
next year: essentially, ﬁnishing the fundamentals as
discussed above - and building tudaMoon from there. We
have a clear set of targets beyond the roadmap:
enhancing the use of virtual real estate in the metaNest
with user-conﬁgurable game delivery to increase user
earning opportunities and extend beneﬁts to evolving
avatars.
With community and partner service, we are bringing the
tudaBirds metaNest so many things to play, ways to play,
bet, interact and earn, participate and win, for users with
all types of interests… and even creating new user types
along the way.
The planned nestBet systems allow gaming, playing,
winning, and earning at every point of contact that can be
imagined.

JANUARY-JUNE 2021
metaNest architecture complete
Smart Contract-driven infrastructure designed
Dream Team formed
Business & Revenue models completed
tweetPaper and ﬁrst game published

JULY-DECEMBER 2021
BSC & SOL $BURD tokens with crosschain bridge &10/10 Token Contract Audit
Community Building & Investor Initiatives
7 Strong Partnerships in place
Public Pre-Sale
NFTs built & ready-to-Mint

2022++
Public Sale & Solcubator IDO
PanCakeSwap, Raydium & CoinsBit listings
Gamiﬁed NFT Evolving Avatar Drop
Bird Tris released & 50+ strong games
library
Gamer Streamer Integration
User Earning Model(s)
Virtual Room NFT Sale

WHAT NEXT?
As soon as we can manage it, we will be implementing
socialized games to connect real people, in real-time, in
old-fashioned games and competitions – and ﬂash-bang
slick and modern presentations.
With extending our NFB avatar evolutions and planning
new NFT releases, our team of artists and designers are
working to create tudaBird-themed games and
challenges – and our team is also designing tudaBirds
animated entertainment programs.
To complete our complement of cross-chain support, the
metaNest will add two additional blockchains, supported
by our in-nest tudaBridge. Planned before the end of Q2
2022, the ﬁnal choice of which chains we will add will be
made in consultation with our community.
After that, we're assuming it will be a Netﬂix or AdultSwim
animated series. Still, we'll see about that because why
wouldn't we try? Worst case scenario, we'll have Apple+,
Hulu, and Amazon Prime Studios as solid back-ups.

WHY TUDABIRDS
Blockchain and NFT technology continue to dominate
headlines. The gaming and gambling space has a strong
and growing share, with 80% of all ethereum traffic
attributed to decentralized betting and gaming
transactions over the last two years running
(binance.com, June 2021).
Gaming growth has also overtaken a large piece of the
NFT pie, with 44 percent of gamers purchasing or trading
game items on the blockchain.
tudaBirds delivers to these steady and increasing trends –
on the secure BSC blockchain. And tudaBirds NFTs offer
real utility for users and players in the tudaBirds
metaNest.

WHY $BURD
Our major differentiators as a business are that we are,
from day one, revenue-generating: all we need are players
and collectors. Given that pretty much any level of market
research assures you that they are out there, we have a
token model and economy sure to catch their eyes.
$BURD isn't a matter of hoping we can ﬁnd people to
believe in our token: its value is a given. All we need are
interested players: the rest and the revenues and the
promise of what is yet to come is the surest direction we
can make regarding the value of the $BURD token as an
investment.
tudaBirds avatars evolve and are moving on from
breeding to evolving: tudaBirds have no limits… they can
go where the imaginations of our artists, our game
makers, partners and our users.

TUDABIRDS:
OUR GUIDING PRINCIPALS
•Practical, sustainable, and transparent application of
blockchain technology
•Fair funding supported by both NFT sales and in our
public token pre-sale and sale which will generate the
primary currency and the bankroll required to support
the games offered within the tudaBirds metaNest and the
development of our roadmap
•Innovative application of digital scarcity and
ownership, providing user application and functionality
within a decentralized ecosystem, with a broad set of
models and games encouraging value-adds to user's
ownership and usage of tudaBirds NFT digital
collectibles – and their open trade
•Belief in our team, our players, our community, our
investors – and in the blockchain: we will build, listen,
innovate and serve all of the above: without them, we
cannot succeed.

The tudaBirds Metanest,
phase 1

The tudaBirds metaNest is the home of spectacular
high-win, high-entertainment gaming and other player
experiences, powered by $BURD, $BNB and $SOL. In brief,
the metaNest will be the go-to DeFi gaming location for
•Gamiﬁed games: loyalty, experience, drops of all kinds
•Interconnected leaderboards: bet on, with, or against
the players
•Head-to-head invitationals: win extra when you beat
the leaders
•User-promoted clubs, games, and tournaments
So, that is a little about the gaming. Next up, the gamiﬁed
NFTs. From random rarities and documented attributes
through to attached token airdrops, tudaBirds NFTs are
for collectors, builders, sellers, players, and speculators.
•Evolving tudaBird avatars: higher levels, increased
rewards, exclusive offers
•2d and 3d NFTs: drops, sales, galleries, marketplace,
raffles, and lotteries
•Virtual Real Estate NFTs: buy a piece of the metaNest:
future revenue speculation
•Utility use of NFTs
•Rarity and scarcity tags across collections ensure
Finally, we have transparent revenue-based reward
mechanisms beneﬁting all $BURD holders and our
accessible, fair and open games.
As much as we'd like to, we can't deliver everything
tomorrow. But we have a pretty good starting spot: with
the proper funding from that start, though, we plan to
deliver magic!
So the tudaBirds metaNest Grand Opening starts with the
release of Battle200X and our TokenPuzzle game, and the
head-to-head birdTris is coming very soon.

BATTLE200X:
PREDICT, WIN, EARN AND LEARN

With per games winnings up to 20,000% against the up &
downs of the crypto market, Battle200X provides
comprehensive, fair play gaming experiences
•Head-to-head (to head) crypto price prediction battle
rooms
•Multi-bag opportunities every game: proﬁt from your
insights and your instincts
•Players can go up against the leaders at winners'
invitational tournaments
•High-volatility play with user-selected small Cap coin
of the week (coming soon)
•Player awards: including token bonuses, NFT drops,
tickets, and other prizes
Lightning, hourly, and overnight betting rounds all tracked
on our player leaderboard: player intelligence and
experience, current crypto news feeds - and player
discussions on discord and telegram: a winning formula to
score on the volatility of the crypto world
Small-Cap Coin of the Week: a Battle200X
original(coming soon)! Cross-community polling will
deliver mutual exposure to large-community memes and
other small-cap cryptos.
Planned enhancements to the Battle200X rooms include
in-game player chats; a special edition Battle200X NFT
collection; special metaNest drops of random NFT and
vouchers; live-streaming lightning tournaments – and
leaderboard wagering where players can bet with,
against, or along with the game's leaders.
TUDABIRDS EYE VIEW:
THE 10,000,000 TOKEN $BURD AIRDROPS
Team tudaBird has decided that Battle200X, the premiere
game in our shiny new metaNest, needs to deliver
something special
So, why not 10 Million tokens?
50 $BURD per game
Every single game??
Just for playing??
Very Nice!
10,000,000 $BURD Battle200X airdrop
50 tokens per player per game, win or lose!

OUR NFT BIRD DROPPINGS

A unique offer, a unique approach: a gamiﬁed NFT drop…
a total of 9,000 unique NFB NFTs – non-fungible birds –
comprising different collections and editions: ﬁrst come,
ﬁrst served but with the luck of the draw.
With speciﬁc rarities and scarcities randomly scattered
through the sets of the 9,000 tudaBirds NFTs, 10% of
buyers will also have their nests feathered with a
randomized bonus of 9,000 $BURD tokens.
The NFT9K funds will support metaNest and game
development and marketing, marketing, and marketing.
But we aren't giving away any more of the secrets, yet,
beyond the fact that the Pioneers Collection – available on
both chains – will always be available for entry-level
players in the metaNest. Our following collection,
Evolution#1, will continue the theme of our evolving NFT
avatars.
And, whichever way you play it, it, tudaBirds evolving NFTs
will deliver more than a couple of industry-ﬁrsts.

CBO SIGNATURE NFT COLLECTION

This special NFT collection features an exclusive set of 3D
tudaBird long-form video NFTs, handcrafted by our Chief
Bird Officer.
Sneak peeks of the Signature NFT collection
are available on OpenSea.
tudaBirds metaNest Virtual Gaming Rooms Sale
This ﬁrst sale will offer 500 rooms and suites from a total
real estate NFT cap of only 2500. The scarcity of rooms
protects and encourages the value of the speculative
investment made.
These virtual real estate NFTs will be freely movable
tokens, designating the ownership of a particular property
class (3/4/5-star rooms and suites, either in-metaNest,
outdoor, waterfront, or with a view of the launchpad).
These virtual rooms will form a considerable part of the
community DeFi gaming and NFT experiences to be
delivered after the phase 2 opening.

$BURD AND
NFT MECHANICS

OUR UTILITY TOKEN
tudaBirds $BURD tokens are minted on the BSC and
Solana blockchains. Use of the token may earn various
privileges and bonuses such as increased winnings,
increased revenue share participation, and other beneﬁts.

PRIVATE AND PUBLIC
PRE-SALE AND SALE
$BURD will be offered in private and public pre-sale and
sales. For large-scale $BURD investors, with bonuses
including purchase discount, limited edition NFT awards,
and other value-adds.
We also have matching offers for mid-range investors,
again to a capped amount: bonuses will be awarded on a
ﬁrst-come-ﬁrst-serve basis.
Subsequently, a discounted public $BURD pre-sale for up
to 10% of the token cap will be held, followed by an
additional 10% at market rates.
tudaBirds metaNest revenues are generated from our
users – and so they are shared with our users. And no
gimmicks with payouts either.
For more details or to arrange a chat, please see our
website or reach us at investors@tudaBirds.io

OUR TOKENOMICS
The tudaBirds advantage is that, as an operating,
revenue-generating business that will apply all revenues
to keep the ﬁres stoked, the $BURD token is
well-positioned for support and growth from day one.
Here are the $BURD basics:
•Total $BURD supply: 1,000,000,000
Initially 25% on BSC and 25% on Solana
•Initial Listing Price: $0.01
•Private pre-sale: 10%; Public pre-sale: 10%; Public
sale: 10%
NO Burns: The tudaBirds model of revenue distribution
and liquidity support means that we do not need
deﬂationary or inﬂationary tricks: $BURD value will be
supported directly as a result of token and NFT sales,
gameplay, and other activities in the tudaBirds metaNest
– and by our commitment on both marketing and dev
spend.
$BURD tokens have no transaction taxes. Our BSC token
does have a Liquidity Fee of 1% in the token contract:
when 500,000 $BURD are accumulated the token
contract automatically purchases BNB with 50% and
adds the BNB / BURD to our liquidity pool.

USAGE OF FUNDS
•Community: aggressive marketing, community
expansion
•Company Operations
•metaNest Development & Games Development rapid
growth plans
•Art team expansion
•Target 70% + of the invested amount will be applied as
liquidity
•Staking and Rewards: revenue generation and pool
stability
•Additional Reserves: futures… (secrets yet to be
revealed)
•Games Bonus Reserve(s): designated in-game token
rewards
•Team and advisor sustenance and acquisition
With revenues applied to maintain liquidity, increase
earnings, sponsor tournaments, and special fund events
and earning opportunities, the $BURD token economy is
healthy and self-sufficient, with a set token cap that will
never be exceeded.
Winners and losers are active participants and
beneﬁciaries of tudaBirds revenues, with users and
holders of the tudaBirds tokens gaining extra as a reward
for their participation.

TOKEN LOCK-INS
Team and advisor tokens are 100% locked for two months,
followed by a monthly releases schedule over ten months.
Substantial investors (2.5% token cap minimum)
agreements, in exchange for a two-year revenue share
agreement, will be 75% locked (with 25% released,
post-public sale) for twelve months.
Token sales will be applied to $BURD liquidity pools on
QuickSwap until the liquidity targets are fulﬁlled.

TOKENS OVERVIEW
$BURD UTILITY TOKEN
•tudaBirds $burd tokens are minted on BSC and Solana
•When using tudaBirds metaNest, various privileges may
be granted
•Players using $BURD will be rewarded bonuses such as
increased winnings and increased revenue share
participation
•$BURD holders can participate in upcoming monthly
revenue share lotteries
PASSIVE REVENUES FOR $BURD HOLDERS
•66% of ALL retained metaNest revenues shared
proportionally to $BURD holders
PASSIVE REVENUES FOR NFB HOLDERS
•33% of ALL NFT9K NFB after-market royalty revenues
shared to $BURD holders
TUDABIRD NFTS
•Are classiﬁed and tagged into rarity and scarcity tiers,
i.e. common, uncommon, rare, legendary, and mythical,
DeFining characteristics of each
•Can be traded, swapped, and sold within the tudaBirds
metaNest marketplace (only before being part of an
avatar evolution
•33% of ALL NFT9K NFB after-market royalty revenues
shared to NFB holders

TUDABIRD METANEST REAL ESTATE NFTS
Our real estate NFTs entitle holders to 'ownership' of a
numbered, designated room in the tudaBirds metaNest.
With a maximum cap of 2,500 room swapping,
placeholders currently include user-sponsored, promoted,
and created games, with revenue shares and rewards.
TUDABIRD AVATAR NFBS
Non-Fungible Birds: multi-function tokens:
•Evolutions are sold, won, or awarded and are attached
contractually to the user avatar NFT
•The joined contracts represent 'evolved' tudaBirds and
can be used as a player identiﬁcation and avatar in the
metaNest
The avatar NFB smart contracts have uncounted billions
of variations of phenotypes (what you see) and genotypes
(what you don't see): multiple and overlapping evolutions
will increase the rarity and value of the NFB.

THE TUDABIRDS METANEST,
PHASE 2

STREAMING PLAY &
VIDEO CHALLENGES
(COMING SOON)

Twitch.tv streaming and gaming rooms: game players can
bring their streams to a virtual Game Room in the
tudaBirds metaNest and enable their viewers and fans to
bet on (or against) them. Phase 1 enables the players to
create the bets while the next phase will enable the viewers
to create (and earn from) betting scenarios.
And don’t forget the video challengers of the ‘net. The
streaming mechanism will also apply to TikTok and other
live video challenges, enabling players to wager on ‘will he
/ won’t she’ scenarios to leverage the massive growth of
this entertainment sector.

EVOLVING AVATARS – NFBs
(COMING SOON)

NFBs. Non-fungible Birds. Our NFT avatars tokens (and
we promise we won't call them avianatars. But we could
have, so we thought it was vital that we point that we
aren't).
This is where things get interesting.
Evolving tudaBirds
Rather than breeding like common kitties and horses –
and who knows what the punks and apes are up to –
tudaBird NFBs evolve to increase their levels, strengths –
and their value.
Evolution types: NFTs range from helmets, boots,
jetpacks, and spacesuits of all kinds at all levels of rarity
and scarcity. They also include badges marking actual
player achievements and experiences while also adding to
their value as collectibles. And there will be more.
Won, earned, purchased, or swapped in and around the
tudaBird metaNest, users can choose to permanently mint
an evolution NFT with a tudaBird NFB avatar increase
levels, access, and rewards…to get tudaMoon, to Mars and
beyond, taking the $BURD (and lots of birdseed) as
payload.
Evolved avatars may add directly increased game wins
and other revenue beneﬁts.
The tudaBirds community of Bird Crafters builds rare,
unique avatars for sale on the open market to players
looking to skip ahead - and for collectors of all beautiful
birds.
We will start with a limited set of 9,000 First Edition
Avatar NFBs, on both BSC and Solana
Our artists and product team are also working away on a
set of exciting enhancements to NFB use, including virtual,
upgradeable nest NFTs and other value-add
personalization elements.
NFBs may also be rewarded during metaNest gameplay
or as lottery or raffle prizes. We will also provide users with
access to rooms in the metaNest to create and mint their
own tudaBirds evolution NFTs.

BIRDTRIS: BEAK-TO-BEAK BATTLES
(COMING SOON)

birdTris: retro is back, better than before with games to
win, leaderboards tracking players to support (or bet
against!), and opportunities to earn in the tudaBirds
metaNest.
birdTris will be the ﬁrst tudaBird NFT and avatar
NFB-integrated game: not only can users choose which
NFT or avatar to use on their proﬁle, but gameplay will
include random drops of raffle tickets for draws - and the
occasional random drop of - avatar evolution NFTs to
players – to move players along the way to evolving their
tudaBirds.
Two-player, head-to-head games with great winnings,
random rewards, experience gathering, and, of course,
$BURD holders win either way, with the metaNest
token-supporting revenue share model including revenues
from Live birdTris championship games and user
tournament streaming on twitch and YouTube.
Daily, weekly, and monthly mixed championship and
player tournaments will be held, along with monthly
Champions only games. Users can join the game, bet for
or against the players and tournament results.
In an upcoming release, users will also host, manage and
promote their tournaments and streams and create
private birdTris club rooms for internal competitions,
private club-to-club challenges, and club-only
tournaments.

FUTURE GAMES AND COMPETITIONS
(COMING SOON)

The tudaBirds metaNest is the new home of socialized
competitions: digital games, new and old - physical
games by video and ﬁrst-person, connecting real people.
The metaNest hybrid approach of virtual real estate,
shared revenues, earning opportunities, great winnings,
and fun, socialized competitions of ALL forms and
formats: from pong to trivia and from Battle200X to
animated avatar racing games: real-time, new and old,
games and competitions with slick modern presentations
and streaming connectivity.
Working with our team and partners, the tudaBirds
metaNest will host hundreds of private and
public game rooms.
And, like everything tudaBirds, your avatar will be along
for the entire journey.

CONTACT

We can be reached by email at investors @tudaBirds.io
and across social channels, as noted on our website
https://tudabirds.io

DISCLAIMERS

The information provided in this document does not
constitute investment advice, ﬁnancial advice, trading
advice, or a request for investment. The tudaBirds team
makes no recommendation that any cryptocurrency
should be bought, sold, or held by users or investors.
The complex regulations in each country mean that
tudaBirds may need to restrict access to our games,
metaNest, and token sale from certain countries until
such licenses and permissions are in place.
Given the nature of DeFi and the blockchain, this becomes
by DeFinition a user responsibility. tudaBirds are not
responsible for users who bypass their local regulations
and laws. Users or investors are self-required to ensure
local laws and regulations before purchasing.
All users and investors are responsible for conducting
their due diligence, and we recommend that you consult a
ﬁnancial advisor before making any investment
decisions.
Any purchases of tudaBirds tokens or NFTs include the
implied acceptance of an agreement that the team is held
harmless and not liable for any losses or taxes you may
incur.
Any users or investors in tudaBirds tokens or NFTs agree
that the team presents the token and NFTS «as is» and is
not required to provide any support or services. There are
no implied services or support of any form from
tudaBirds or the tudaBirds team.
Risk Disclosure:
Please note there are always risks associated with smart
contracts. Please use it at your own risk. tudaBirds are not
a registered broker, analyst, or investment advisor.
Everything we provide on this site is purely for guidance,
informational and educational purposes. All information
contained herein should be independently veriﬁed and
conﬁrmed. We do not accept liability for any loss or
damage caused by reliance upon such information or
services. Please be aware of the risks involved with any
trading done in any ﬁnancial market. Do not trade with
money that you cannot afford to lose. When in doubt, you
should consult a qualiﬁed ﬁnancial advisor before making
any investment decisions.

